The Sperner and Tucker lemmas are combinatorial analogous of the Brouwer and Borsuk -Ulam theorems with many useful applications. These classic lemmas are concerning labellings of triangulated discs and spheres. In this paper we show that discs and spheres can be substituted by large classes of manifolds with or without boundary.
Introduction
Throughout this paper the symbol R d denotes the Euclidean space of dimension d. We denote by B d the d-dimensional ball and by S d the d-dimensional sphere. If we consider S d as the set of unit vectors x in R d+1 , then points x and −x are called antipodal and the symmetry given by the mapping x → −x is called the antipodality on S d .
Sperner's lemma
Sperner's lemma is a statement about labellings of triangulated simplices (d-balls). It is a discrete analog of the Brouwer fixed point theorem.
Let S be a d-dimensional simplex with vertices v 1 , . . . , v d+1 . Let T be a triangulation of S. Suppose that each vertex of T is assigned a unique label from the set {1, 2, . . . , d + 1}. A labelling L is called Sperner's if the vertices are labelled in such a way that a vertex of T belonging to the interior of a face F of S can only be labelled by k if v k is on S. Theorem 1.1. (Sperner's lemma [15] ) Every Sperner labelling of a triangulation of a d-dimensional simplex contains a cell labelled with a complete set of labels: {1, 2, . . . , d + 1}.
There are several extensions of this lemma. One of the most interesting is the De Loera -Petersen -Su theorem. In the paper [4] they proved the Atanassov conjecture [1] . [4] ) Let P be a polytope in R d with vertices v 1 , . . . , v n . Let T be a triangulation of P . Let L : V (T ) → {1, 2, . . . , n} be a Sperner labelling. Then there are at least (n − d) fully-colored (i.e. with distinct labels) d-simplices of T .
Meunier [8] extended this theorem: Theorem 1.3. Let P d be a d-dimensional PL manifold embedded in R d that has bondary B. Suppose B has n vertices v 1 , . . . , v n . Let T be a triangulation of P . Let L : V (T ) → {1, 2, . . . , n} be a Sperner labelling. Let d i denote the number of edges of B which are connected to v i . Then there are at least n + min i {d i }/d − d − 1 fully-labelled d-simplices such that any pair of these fully-labelled simplices receives two different labellings.
Tucker's lemma
Let T be some triangulation of the d-dimensional ball B d . We call T antipodally symmetric on the boundary if the set of simplices of T contained in the boundary of B d = S d−1 is an antipodally symmetric triangulation of S d−1 , that is if s ⊂ S d−1 is a simplex of T , then −s is also a simplex of T . 
In this paper we consider extensions of the Sperner, De Loera -Petersen -Su, Tucker and Fan theorems for manifolds. We show that for all cases d-balls and spheres can be substituted by d-manifolds with or without boundary.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we consider manifolds that admit triangulations. The class of such manifolds is called piecewise linear (PL) manifolds. Note that a smooth manifold can be triangulated, therefore it is also a PL manifold. However, there are topological manifolds that do not admit a triangulation.
A topological manifold is a topological space that resembles Euclidean space near each point. More precisely, each point of a d-dimensional manifold has a neighbourhood that is homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of dimension d. A compact manifold without boundary is called closed. If a manifold contains its own boundary, it is called a manifold with boundary.
Smooth manifolds (also called differentiable manifolds) are manifolds for which overlapping charts "relate smoothly" to each other, meaning that the inverse of one followed by the other is an infinitely differentiable map from Euclidean space to itself.
M is called a piecewise linear (PL) manifold if it is a topological manifold together with a piecewise linear structure on it. Every PL manifold M admits a triangulation: that is, we can find a collection of simplices T of dimensions 0, 1, . . . , d, such that (1) any face of a simplex belonging to T also belongs to T , (2) any nonempty intersection of any two simplices of T is a face of each, and (3) the union of the simplices of T is M . (See details in [3] .)
Note that the circle is the only one-dimensional closed manifold. Closed manifolds in two dimensions are completely classified. (See details and proofs in [14] .) An orientable twomanifold (surface) is the sphere or the connected sum of g tori, for g ≥ 1. For any positive integer n, a distinct nonorientable surface can be produced by replacing n disks with Möbius bands. In particular, replacing one disk with a Möbius band produces the real projective plane and replacing two disks produces the Klein bottle. The sphere, the g-holed tori, and this sequence of nonorientable surfaces form a complete list of compact, boundaryless twodimensional manifolds.
Example 2.1. The real projective plane, RP 2 , can be viewed as the union of a Möbius band and a disc. The correspondent model of the Möbius band is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that this model cannot be embedded to R 3 .
Let T be a triangulation of a PL manifold M . Then T is a simplicial complex. The vertex set of T , denoted by V (T ) is the union of the vertex sets of all simplices of T .
Given two triangulations T 1 and T 2 of two PL manifolds M 1 and M 2 . A simplicial map is a function f : V (T 1 ) → V (T 2 ) that maps the vertices of T 1 to the vertices of T 2 and that has the property that for any simplex (face) s of T 1 , the image set f (s) is a face of T 2 .
Note that the original Brouwer proof of his fixed point theorem that is based on the concept of the degree of a continuous mapping. Let f : M 1 → M 2 be a continuous map between two closed manifolds M 1 and M 2 of the same dimension. Intuitively, the degree is a number that represents the number of times that the domain manifold wraps around the range manifold under the mapping. Then deg 2 (f ) (the degree modulo 2) is 1 if this number is odd and 0 otherwise.
It is well known that the degree of a continuous map f of a closed manifold to a manifold is a topological invariant modulo 2 (see, for instance, [10] and [7, pp. 44-46] ). Therefore, the degree of f is odd if any generic point in the range of the map has an odd number of preimages. Now we define deg 2 (f ) more rigorously. Let
Denote by m the number of preimages of s in T 1 . Then deg 2 (f ) = 1 if m is odd and deg 2 (f ) = 0 if m is even. Since the parity of m does not depend on s, the degree of map modulo 2 is well defined. Thus, the degree of a continuous map of a closed manifold to a manifold is a topological invariant modulo 2.
Let f :
. Then for a point y ∈ M 2 the map f is called transversal to y (or generic with respect to y) if there are open sets U i ⊂ M i such that U 2 contains y, U 2 = f (U 1 ) and Suppose that M admits a free simplicial involution A. We say that a map f : Figure 4 : The double torus that is centrally symmetric embedded to R 3 .
Extensions of Sperner's lemma for manifolds
A d-simplex S where each corner is labelled between 1 and d + 1 such that all labels are used exactly once is called fully labelled. Suppose that points are added in S, then it may be triangulated, i.e. subdivided into smaller d-simplices such that none of the smaller simplices contain any points: all the points are corners of smaller simplices. This subdivision may be done in many ways. Now label all the interior points according to the following rule: an interior point that is on a facet of the simplex must be given one of the labels of one of the corners of that facet. The result is called a Sperner labelling.
Note that in this definition an interior point of S can be labelled by any label. So Sperner's constraint is only for the boundary of S that is homeomorphic to S d−1 . Let us extend this definition to any closed manifold.
Definition. Let K be a closed m-dimensional PL manifold with vertices V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and faces {F i } of dimension from 1 to m. Let T be a triangulation of K such that for any face (that is a simplex) F i it is a triangulation of F i . Suppose that the vertices of T have a labelling satisfying the following conditions: each vertex v k of V is assigned a unique label from {1, 2, . . . , n}, and each other vertex v of T belonging to a face F i with vertices V (F i ) := {v i 1 , . . . , v i } from V is assigned a label of one of the vertices of V (F i ). Such a labelling is called a Sperner labelling of T .
Definition. We say that a d-simplex is a fully labelled cell or simply a full cell if all its labels are are distinct.
Let T be a triangulation of a d-dimensional PL manifold. Let L : V (T ) → {1, . . . , n} be a labelling of T . Let Q be a set of (d + 1)-subsets of {1, . . . , n}. We denote by fc(L, T, Q) the number of fully labelled cells that are labelled as labels in Q. In the case
Let P be a set of n points p 1 , . . . , p n in R d . Denote by S(P ) the collection of all simplices spanned by vertices {p i 1 , . . . , p i k } with 1 ≤ k ≤ d + 1. Consider a point x ∈ R d and the set S x (P ) of all simplices from S(P ) which cover x. If no such simplices exist, we write S x (P ) = ∅. Denote this set of simplices by cov P (x) or just by cov(x). 
is defined for all vertices of T , and it uniquely defines a simplicial (piecewise linear)
Then any n-labelling L of a triangulation T of M must contain an even number of full cells which are labelled as simplices in cov P (x).
L,P (y) = ∅. Therefore, for any point x in R d which is a regular value of f L,P , we have |f
. Thus, the number of full cells which are labelled as simplices in cov P (x) is even.
For the classical case n = d + 1 we have the following result (also see [6] ): 
. , d + 1}) is odd. Note that fc(L,T ) = fc(L, T ) + fc(L, C).
Thus T must contain an odd number of full cells.
Note that for the case when M is a d-simplex Corollary 3.2 is Sperner's lemma. Now we show how the De Loera -Peterson -Su theorem follows from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. Let P be a convex polytope in R d with vertices p 1 , . . . , p n . Let M be a compact d-dimensional PL manifold with boundary B. Let B be piecewise linearly homeomorphic to the boundary of P . Suppose x ∈ R d is such that cov P (x) consists of d-simplices. Then any n-labelling L of a triangulation T of M that is a Sperner labelling on the boundary must contain an odd number of full cells which are labelled as simplices in cov P (x). In other words, fc(L, T, cov(x)) is odd.
Proof. This corollary can be proved by similar arguments as Corollary 3.2. Indeed, two manifolds M and P can be glued together along B. We denote the new manifold by N . Then N is a closed manifold.
Let C :=cone(T | B ) be the cone triangulation of P with vertex q, where q is an internal point of P . Then we have the triangulationT := T ∪ C of N .
Consider the following labellingL onT . LetL(v) := L(v) for all v ∈ V (T ) andL(q) := 1. Now we show that fc(L, C, cov(x)) is odd.
Consider the line in R d passes through points p 1 and x. By assumptions, this line intersects the boundary B of the polytope P in two points p 1 and y, where y is an internal point of some (d − 1)-simplex of T | B with distinct labels 1 , . . . , d . Therefore, y lies on the face
where fc(L,T , cov(x)) is even and fc(L, C, cov(x)) is odd. Thus fc(L, T, cov(x)) is odd.
Corollary 3.4. Let P be a convex polytope in R d with vertices p 1 , . . . , p n . Let M be a compact d-dimensional PL manifold with boundary B. Let B be PL homeomorphic to the boundary of P . Then any n-labelling of a triangulation of M that is a Sperner labelling on the boundary contains at least n − d full cells. ) is not empty.
In [12] , we found several equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions for manifolds to be BUT. For instance, M is a BUT manifold if and only if M admits an antipodal continuous transversal to zeros map h : M → R d with |Z h | = 2 (mod 4). Let T be any equivariant triangulation of M . We say that
An edge e in T is called complementary if its two ends are labelled by opposite numbers, i.e. if e = uv, then L(v) = −L(u). For the case M = S d this is Tucker's lemma.
Proof. Let e 1 , . . . , e d be an orthonormal basis of
Note that any fully labelled simplex contains a complementary edge. Therefore, if L has no complementary edges, then f L : T → R d has no zeros. The reverse implication can be proved by the same arguments as equivalence of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem and Tucker's lemma in [7, 2. −p 1 , . . . , p n , −p n } be a centrally symmetric set of 2n points in R d . Let points in P be equivariantly labelled by {+1, −1, +2, −2, . . . , +n, −n}. Let M be a closed PL d-dimensional manifold with a free involution. Then M is a BUT manifold if and only if for any equivariant triangulation T of M and for any equivariant labelling L : V (T ) → {+1, −1, +2, −2, . . . , +n, −n} there exists a simplex s in T such that 0 ∈ f L,P (s).
Proof. If M is BUT, then f L,P has zeros, so there is a simplex s as required.
Suppose M is not BUT. Then there is a continuous antipodal h : M → S d−1 . Let T be an equivariant triangulation of M . Let Q denote the boundary of the convex hull of P in R d . Without loss of generality we may assume that h : M → Q and for any vertex v ∈ V (T ) the image f (v) has only one closest vertex p in Q. Then set L(v) := L(p). This labelling implies that f L,P is an antipodal simplicial map from T to Q. Thus, 0 in R d is not covered by f L,P , a contradiction.
Radon partitions and Ky Fan's lemma for manifolds
In this section we show that Ky Fan's lemma follows from Theorem 4.2.
Radon's theorem on convex sets states that any set S of d + 2 points in R d can be partitioned into two (disjoint) sets A and B whose convex hulls intersect. Moreover, if rank(S) = d, then this partition is unique.
The partition S = A B is called the Radon partition of S.
Breen [2] proved that if S is a (d+2)-subset of the moment curve 
, . . . , x(t d+2 )}, where a < t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t d+2 < b. We say that A and B alternate along K if S = A B, where A = {x(t 1 ), x(t 3 ), . . .} and B = {x(t 2 ), x(t 4 ), . . .}. Proof. Let K be convex and S = {x(t 1 ), . . . , x(t d+2 )} be a (d + 2)-subset of K. Let A B be the Radon partition of S. If A and B do not alternate along K, there are at most d points P = {x(τ i )} which separate A and B on K. If r = |P | < d, we add to P d − r points x(τ ) with τ ∈ (a, t 1 ). Then P defines a hyperplane H which passes through the points in P . Clearly, H separates A and B in R d . Thus, A B cannot be the Radon partition of S, a contradiction.
Suppose that for any (d + 2)-subset S of K, its Radon partition sets A and B alternate along K. If K is not convex, then there is a hyperplane H which intersects K at r ≥ d + 1 points. Therefore, H separates K into r + 1 connected components C 1 , . . . , C r+1 . Let S = {x(t 1 ), . . . , x(t d+2 )}, where x(t i ) ∈ C i . Since A and B which alternate along K are separated by H, the partition S = A B is not Radon's -a contradiction.
Definition. Let P be a convex polytope in R d with 2n centrally symmetric vertices {p 1 , −p 1 , . . . , p n , −p n }. We say that P is ACS (Alternating Centrally Symmetric) (n, d)-polytope if the set of all simplices in cov P (0), that contain the origin 0 of R d inside, consists of edges (p i , −p i ) and d-simplices with vertices Proof. Let q 1 , . . . , q n be points on a convex curve 
For the case M = S d this theorem is Ky Fan's combinatorial lemma [5] . Actually, it is a new proof of this lemma. Note that in our paper [12] we found a sufficient condition for (M, Λ) to be a BUT m,d , see This theorem is an extension of Theorem 4.1. When m ≥ d, it is not hard to extend other theorems and corollaries from Sections 4 and 5.
